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INTRODUCTION

Galway city comhairle na nÓg is a Youth council for young people 12-17 years living or in
education in Galway city. This year we are working on the topic of mental health as voted on
at our AGM in 2019 by a representative group of young people from all the secondary
schools in the city. As part of this topic we are focusing on young people’s wellbeing and
promoting positive messages and supports for young people. We focused on
communication within school settings and how this has an impact on young people’s
mental health, both positive and negative. We plan on working with students and teachers
from the Galway city schools on how we can all come together to support young people’s
mental health.
The committee have been working online since late March following the lockdown of the
country due to coVid-19. We wanted to reach out to young people and to continue to work
on the topic. We designed a survey to explore how online school was for students and its
impact on their feelings of wellbeing. We also wanted to identify what supports they had
and what they needed during this time. We hope you ﬁnd the results of the survey
interesting and it will aid in supporting a positive future should we ﬁnd ourselves
experiencing online education again.
We would like to thank everyone who has supported Galway city comhairle na nÓg during
the year and especially those who have given guidance and support in the development of
this survey and report.
Caitlin Harrison
chairperson
Galway city comhairle na nÓg
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BACKGROUND & SUMMARY

Background
Galway city comhairle na nÓg committee members like all
students across the country have been experiencing online
education during lockdown due to coVid-19. online education
has had a big impact on many people, including young people,
parents/guardians and teachers. The committee wanted to reach
out to other second level students to see how they were coping
with online education and if they had recommendations on how it
could be improved. The survey was designed to also explore the
impact of online education on the students feelings of wellbeing.

Online
Learning

Summary
Second Level students from across
ireland took part in this study,
whose ages ranged from 12-20.
This survey aimed to help
understand the experiences of
second level students who have
undertaken online learning due to
the covid-19 pandemic.
The results of this survey will be
used to inform schools of how they
can help their students with online
learning.
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METHOD
Survey Methodology
The purpose of this survey is to capture how on
online education is being provided during coVid-19.
it focused on the students stress levels during their
online learning experience.
We created and published a survey using
SurveyMonkey, which consisted of nine questions.
We shared the survey on our comhairle na nÓg
social media accounts and by emailing the link to
schools around Galway city.
This survey was released on May 19th, 2020 and
closed on the 8th June, 2020.
There was a sample size of 233 second level
students from across ireland.
The participants were not oﬀered anything for their
participation in the survey.
Participants were asked to answer questions
regarding their workload, as well as the supports
they were being provided with.
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RESULTS & CONCLUSIONS
Key Results of the Survey
• The results of this survey highlighted the
diﬃculties facing young people in
relation to online learning.
• From the results it was evident that
online learning had a negative impact
on the wellbeing of students, in
situations where no support was
provided.
• Where students felt supported by their
schools, their answers tended to be
much more positive, with them scoring
signiﬁcantly lower on the stress scale.
• The general consensus was that
students were receiving too much
classwork.

Conclusions drawn from the
results of the survey
• Where support was provided to
students, they answered the survey
much more positively and appeared to
handle online learning better.
• it is clear from the survey that many
students need more support provided to
them by their schools.
• 52 students placed themselves as 10 on
the stress scale question, meaning they
were overwhelmed by the work. This
highlighted the need for more support.
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OUR RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON
THE RESULTS OF THE SURVEY
Recommendations
• There should be a schedule put in place, similar to
the school timetable so the students can keep a
routine.
• Some schools need to increase their online
supports for their students, where possible.
• teachers could communicate about classwork, to
ensure students do not have large amounts of work
all due on the same day
• consistency between schools is vital, as some
students reported far too much work, compared to
others who received nothing at all.
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The following are the survey questions that were released.

1. Age, Location (Galway
City/County/Other), Gender
Age

6. Are you having the chance to
interact with school peers during
online classes?

Location

Yes

Gender

No
If answered yes, how is this being

2. How are you being provided with
schoolwork?
Email
Microsoft Teams
Zoom
Other (please specify)

facilitated.

7. Do you have the ability to contact
your teacher if you are having
diﬃculties with your work?
Yes
No

3. Is your school providing online
support services for students, e.g.
counselling?
Yes
No
if yes, please specify what services.

4. On a scale of 1-10 how are you
feeling about the amount of
schoolwork you are receiving?

Other (please specify)

8. How do you feel your
teachers/principals could help
you during this time?
9. Any Additional Comments

1 = satisfied 10 = overwhelmed

5. Do you feel that you are receiving
more/less or the same amount of
schoolwork as you usually would?
More Work
Less Work
Same Amount of Work
Please Provide a Reason for Your Answer
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APPENDIX B
The following consists of the results

Total Responses: 233
1. Age, Location (Galway City/County/Other), Gender
Age
Location
Gender
Answered: 231

Age

Skipped: 2

Invalid Answers: 2

Invalid Answers: 3

Gender

2% 1 % 1 %
71%

11%

11%

1%
14%

1%
28%

25%
15%
22%

Location
Invalid Answers: 4

Louth
Dundalk
Mayo
Tipperary
Waterford
Clare
Longford
Galway
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2. How are you being provided with schoolwork?
Email
Microsoft Teams
Zoom
Other (please specify)

Answered: 233

Skipped: 0

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
Email

Microsoft
Teams

Zoom

Other

Other (Some schools use more than one resource): School App (5), Google classroom
& Google Meets (15), compass App (35), Edmodo (4), one-note (2).
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3. Is your school providing online support services for students, e.g.
counselling?
Yes
No
If yes, please specify what services.

Answered: 232

Skipped: 1

31%
69%

Additional Comments:
• In certain schools, the school
counsellor/teachers regularly check
up on the students and they were
also sent links on wellbeing
• In other circumstances, the school
counsellor is available over text or
they send out emails to the
students
• Another student commented that
counselling was provided in their
school via the parents of the
student
• Some schools provide one-to-one
mentoring/Zoom calls
• Various students commented that
although the services were
available through their school, they
were not being emphasised
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4. On a scale of 1-10 how are you feeling about the amount of
schoolwork you are receiving?
1 = satisfied
10 = overwhelmed
Answered: 233

Skipped: 0

Average Rating: 6.7/10
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10
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Very
Satisfied
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10
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5. Do you feel that you are receiving more/less or the same amount of
schoolwork as you usually would?
More Work
Less Work
Same Amount of Work
Please Provide a Reason for Your Answe
Answered: 231

Skipped: 2

21%
59%
20%

More Work
Less Work
Same Amount of Work

Additional Comments:
• Certain students felt they were getting
double the amount of schoolwork and
shorter deadlines
• Others felt they had a greater workload as
they were having to teach themselves how
to do the work before they could complete it
• Several students felt that they were
receiving the same amount of work
• It was noted that students had little time to
study, alongside all the other work they
were getting, some even doing classwork all
day during both the week and weekend
• It was diﬃcult for students to complete the
additional work as they were also receiving
an increased amount of jobs to do around
their home
• Further comments explained that while they
would normally only receive homework
from half of their classes when they were in
school, during online learning they have
been getting homework from all of them
• Even those who were receiving less work,
noted still feeling overwhelmed
• During summer exams, students were still
receiving homework
• One Transition Year student mentioned
having 23 assignments to complete over
two weeks. Another student said they had a
week’s worth of work to be completed in
two days
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6. Are you having the chance to interact with school peers during
online classes?
Yes
No
If answered yes, how is this being facilitated.

Answered: 233

Skipped: 0

No

Yes

0

50

100

150

200

Additional Comments:
• In certain classes students had the opportunity to communicate with their peers with
teachers supervising, which worked well
• Some schools facilitated group work online, although students mentioned it was
diﬃcult when someone in the group didn’t complete their part
• Certain schools gave students the ability to message their peers over the school’s app
• Another class allowed students 10 minutes before the beginning of their online class
to talk with one another
• However, multiple students mentioned that as they had no online classes, there was
no opportunity for them to talk to their classmates
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7. Do you have the ability to contact your teacher if you are having
diﬃculties with your work?
Yes
No
Other (please specify)

Answered: 233

Skipped: 0

NO

6%

Additional Comments:
• Multiple students noted that
although they had the ability
to contact their teacher, they
often didn’t get a reply or it
would take a long time to get
a response

YES

94%
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8. How do you feel your teachers/principals could help you during
this time?
Answered: 199

Skipped: 34

Students were given the chance to suggest what might make online learning easier for
them. Their suggestions were as follows:
• Reach out to them more/ One-on-one
check-ins with students
• Try & do zoom calls at least once a week.
Allow the students to ask questions in
these calls
• Teachers having dedicated hours where
they provide help to students who need it
• Provide students with PowerPoints or
notes
• More understanding for students who
may not have access to a
laptop/computer. Resources put in place
so that students who may not have a
strong internet connection are not
missing out on work
• Live classes for students on Microsoft
Teams helped them to feel more like they
were in a school setting
• Ask for student feedback
• Provide online classes for TY students
• Keep work amount consistent/ lessen the
workload
• Greater understanding that some
students have diﬃculty concentrating in
their home setting. An example of this
was a situation where a student was
given an hour to do classwork, but they

•

•
•

•

•

•

had also been asked at the same time to
help on their farm at the same time. This
student got into trouble and had their
parents called.
More communication between teachers,
so multiple class deadlines are not
overlapping
Create schedules/timetables for weekly
classes so students are aware in advance
More supports put in place, as many
students mentioned the eﬀect the
pandemic & online learning is having on
their emotional wellbeing
Understanding for students who do not
feel comfortable sharing the video of
themselves in class calls
Consistency between schools – some
students are getting large amounts of
work, compared to other schools where
students are receiving very little
Several students commented on how
supportive their teachers & principals
had been during this time
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9. Any Additional Comments
Answered: 117

Skipped: 116

Students were given the chance to provide additional comments, a summary is provided
below:
• Teachers are putting in a large amount of
eﬀort to adapt to this new way of
teaching
• Students want more feedback about
their work
• Too much work at home is too stressful
and anxiety inducing for some students
• They miss their school and friends
• They were very grateful for this survey as
it gave them a chance to be heard
• Online learning worked well for some
students with learning diﬃculties, as it
gave them a chance to work at their own
pace without external disruptions

• They feel that the stressful situation
should be taken into account by teachers
when work is being marked
• They highlighted diﬀerences between
teachers, with some being extremely
helpful to them and others overloading
them with work or not being involved at
all
• Current 5th year students are concerned
as they feel are behind going into their
Leaving Cert year
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Links to some supports available to students:
www.youthworkgalway.ie
www.spunout.ie
www.issu.ie
www.education.ie
www.jigsaw.ie
www.alustforlife.ie
scoil.net

Tips for
working online
Having a designated workspace is helpful not only for productivity but also for our own
wellbeing, that we can actively remove ourselves from the workspace and "clock out" on
study or work! Here are some tips for setting up and using your workspace!

2.
1.
Remove Distractions
This one may be obvious, but
distractions can impact our work!
Whether it is video games, social
media, numerous tabs open on the
web browser, food or our phones,
there are many things that can
distract us! Try removing them from
the space or if you need something
(e.g. music on your phone)

3.

Take breaks
Remove yourself from the study
situation. If you want a break,
do not stay in the space, remove
yourself so you are consciously
acknowledging this as break
time for you. And it is getting
you a little bit active!

Good lighting matters
Where possible, natural light is
the best, but a good desk lamp
can do the trick too!
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5.

Have easy access to
everything you need
before you start
Sitting down to get working and
then having to look for diﬀerent
pens, a calculator, more paper or
a book can be disruptive, so
having things nearby will help.

4

Freshen it up

6.

Get comfortable, but not too comfortable

Opening a window on a nice
day letting in fresh air can
greatly impact on how we are
feeling and remove that
dead air.

We don’t want our workspaces becoming the go-to location
for watching movies or reading books so make sure you are in a
comfortable study space; but make sure it is somewhere you
will want to leave.

text about it

50808
50808 is a first of its kind for Ireland: a free 24/7 text service, providing
everything from a calming chat to immediate support for people going
through a mental health or emotional crisis - big or small.
From breakups or bullying, to anxiety, depression and suicidal feelings, our
Crisis Volunteers are available 24/7 for anonymous text conversations. Our
aim is to provide immediate support in the short term and connect people
to resources that will help them in the future.
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For more information on Galway City Comhairle na nÓg,
contact the coordinator:
Deirdre Bermingham, Youth Work Ireland Galway, 41-43 Prospect Hill
deirdre.bermingham@youthworkgalway.ie
087-3291931
www.comhairlenanog.ie

Check out the Facebook page at
www.facebook.com/GalwayCityComhairleNanOg

Galway

